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Design & Surface Decoration

Silkscreens
Texture Mats & Stamps
Stencils
Brushes & more

Mayco®

MaycoColors.com
Take your project to the next level with crisp, detailed designs in three easy steps!

1. **Create a Paste**
   - Mix the materials according to the instructions provided.

2. **Transfer**
   - Apply the paste to your project surface.

3. **Apply**
   - Coat the transferred design with additional layers as needed.

**Reusable!**
With proper care, Designer Silkscreens can be used over and over.

**Works on ridged or curved surfaces.**

MaycoColors.com
**15” x 12” Designer Silkscreens**

Highly detailed imagery, fun doodles, patterns and graphics

Combine AC-310 Silkscreen Medium and any color of Underglaze, Stroke & Coat®, Designer Liner, or acrylic paint to transfer designs onto ceramic, glass, wood, or fabric surfaces with ease. Designer Silkscreens may also be used as an outline to fill in images with color.

- DSS-0147 Island
- DSS-0148 Sea Life 3 XL
- DSS-0149 Flowers 3 XL
- DSS-0146 Princess and Unicorns
- DSS-0145 Far East
- DSS-0150 Horses
- DSS-0151 Day of the Dead
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DSS-0147 Island
DSS-0148 Sea Life 3 XL
DSS-0149 Flowers 3 XL
DSS-0150 Far East
DSS-0151 Horses
DSS-0152 Day of the Dead

Creative Tools
Earthenware Low-Fire

On ceramics with glazes...

Add a boost of color

DSS-0100 Nautical
DSS-0101 Woodland Animals
DSS-0102 Sea Life
DSS-0103 Flourishes
DSS-0106 Winter/Holiday
DSS-0107 Season’s Greetings

MaycoColors.com
DSS-0108 Aviary - Small Birds
DSS-0109 Aviary - Large Birds
DSS-0110 Botanical - Trees
DSS-0111 Botanical - Leaves
DSS-0112 Flowers
DSS-0113 Bugs

Stoneware
Mid-range

Use as an outline

Artwork by Elaine Lamb

Creative Tools
Create design on walls using house paint.

On craft surfaces with Acrylics...

DSS-0114 Creepy

DSS-0115 Dragons

DSS-0116 Stylized

DSS-0117 Vintage - Retro

DSS-0118 Halloween

DSS-0119 Dogs

MaycoColors.com
TIP:
Combine multiple silkscreens to create your own unique pattern.

Visit us online for instructions, how-to videos, project ideas, and more.

TIP:
Using a notebook or binder, store screens in a clear insert for easy organization.

DSS-0140 Southwestern
DSS-0141 Birdcage
DSS-0142 Hipster
DSS-0144 Background Script
DSS-0145 Coloring Page
Create design and surface decoration by transferring patterns with color or impressing into clay using Mayco Designer Mats and Stamps. The flexible material allows for use on curved shapes without compromising design.
7” x 9” Designer Mats

MT-001 Flower Branch Mat
MT-002 Wood Grain Mat
MT-003 Brick Mat
MT-004 Swirls Mat

MT-005 Retro Squares Mat
MT-007 Divots Mat
MT-008 Spiral Mat
MT-009 Scallops Mat

7” x 2” Designer Stamps

ST-100 Game Board Stamp
ST-102 Snow Stamp
ST-103 Retro Star Stamp
ST-104 Skyline Stamp

ST-105 Dancing Heart Stamp
ST-106 Summer Days Stamp
ST-107 Holly Border Stamp
ST-109 Butterfly Garden Stamp
Create Outlines

Apply Glaze

Fill in Color
Focal Point Design

Textured surfaces allow for enhanced color variations.

Accent or Background
ST-352  Jambalaya Stamp
ST-353  Jumbo Swirl Blocks Stamp
ST-366  Fruit Blossoms Stamp
ST-367  Leafy Border Stamp
ST-368  Ornate Border Stamp
ST-370  Asian Influence Stamp
ST-373  Cube Faces Stamp
ST-374  Design Cats Stamp
ST-379  Totem Blanket Stamp
ST-389  Reef Rendezvous Stamp
ST-392  Tickle, Tickle Stamp

Ceramics
Durable. Flexible. Reusable.

Crafts

MaycoColors.com
Color Application
or Dimensional Design

Create textures in clay or use as a template for carving.

SL-431
Bloom Stencil

SL-434
Hearts Stencil

SL-435
Curlicues Stencil

SL-436
Fern Leaf Stencil

SL-437
Groovy Stencil

SL-438
Snowflakes Stencil
6” x 6” Designer Stencils

Firm & Flexible, our Stencils are Reusable and Reliable!

Easily add design and visual interest to your ceramics, scrapbook, stationary and other craft creations. Designer Stencils are sturdy, yet pliable enough to wrap around curved surfaces.

Use our Designer Stencils as a background to create a wallpaper-like effect or to showcase other works of art.

TIP:
Reduce color bleeding by gently using a foam roller to apply glaze.
Use Mayco’s Dimensional Glazes, such as Cobblestone, Sculpting Medium, Snowfall, or Stroke & Coat® Accents to Create Embossed Designs

TIP:
Roll a brayer over a stencil to create texture in clay.
Perfect Touch™ Brushes

Perfect Touch™ brushes are manufactured with kiln dried birch hardwood handles that have five hand-dipped coats of lacquer and sealer to resist moisture. Triple crimped, nickel plated, seamless, Cupro brass ferrules offer longer life and resist corrosion.

**Detailers Brushes**

A. #6 Script Liner CB-106  
B. Size 10/0 Liner CB-110  
C. Size 0 Detail CB-200  
D. Size 2 Detail Liner CB-202  
E. Size 10/0 Detail Liner CB-210  
F. Size 2/0 Detail Liner CB-220  
G. Size 20/0 Detail Spotter CB-248  
H. Size 5/0 Detail Spotter CB-250

**Flats & Rounds**

I. Size 10 Flat Shader CB-310  
J. Size 8 Flat Shader CB-308  
K. Size 8 Pointed Round CB-408  
L. Size 6 Pointed Round CB-406  
M. Size 4 Pointed Round CB-404

Mayco brushes are made with a blend of Taklon and natural hairs for durability, flexibility and even application of glaze color.

**Basic Glaze Brushes**

A. #4 Glaze Fan CB-624  
B. #1 Basic Glaze BB-110  
C. 3/4” Oval Glaze Mop CB-434  
D. 1/2” Oval Glaze Mop CB-425

**Mop Brushes**

E. #2 Soft Fan CB-602  
F. #4 Soft Fan CB-604

**Fan Brushes**

G. #8 Soft Fan CB-618
**Reflections™ Brushes**

Reflections™ Acrylic Handle Brushes were designed to prevent paint peeling and flaking off of brush handles. Careful design of Golden Taklon brush heads along with a properly balanced handle and ferrule give the user a superior ceramic brush.

A. 10/0 Detailer Liner RB-110  
B. #0 Detail Liner RB-100  
C. #4 Liner RB-104  
D. #6 Round RB-116  
E. #6 Script Liner RB-106  
F. #8 Round RB-118  
G. #4 Soft Fan RB-144  
H. #8 Soft Fan RB-140

---

**DECORATING ACCESSORIES**

Use these tools and accessories to create special effects and designs.

A. AC-220  
Detailer Tips and 1 oz Bottles  
B. AC-219  
Designer Bottle with Writer Tip  
C. Writer Tip Kits  
AC-222 Medium Writer Tip Kit  
(2 oz bottle, metal writer tip, plastic detailer tip & cap)  
AC-223 Large Writer Tip Kit  
(2 oz bottle, metal writer tip, plastic detailer tip & cap)  
D. AC-230 Clay Carbon Paper  
Trace designs onto ware and glaze. Carbon will fire out in the kiln.

E. Writer Tips - Pack of 6  
AC-227 Medium Writer Tip  
(0.5 mm Pack of 6)  
AC-228 Large Writer Tip  
(0.7 mm Pack of 6)  
F. Masking Tap  
Use to mask areas for achieving crisp edge lines and shapes. MC-001 6mm Low Tack Masking Tape  
MC-002 12mm Low Tack Masking Tape  
G. AC-224  
Plastic Detailer Caps  
(6 caps for the 2 oz, 8 oz, and 16 oz squeeze bottle)
Visit us online for instructions, how-to videos, project ideas, and more.